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OSUMB
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1) Bad Boy

2) Gimme Some Lovin'

3) Hang on Sloopy

4) Final Countdown

5) Na, Na, Hey, Hey, Goodbye
The Horse

Upbeat Rock $\frac{d}{d} = 144$

Arr. Fontaine

Clarinet 1-2
Alma Mater

Moderato \( \frac{3}{4} \) = \( \frac{112}{\text{quarter notes}} \)

Edited by C. Redd
Across The Field (Fight Song)

Arr. Jim Swearingen
Edited by Chris Redd

Well Accented $\frac{1}{2} = 144$

Clarinet 1

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Well Accented } \frac{1}{2} = 144 \\
\text{f} \\
\text{fp} \rightarrow \\
\text{fp} \rightarrow \text{ff}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
Our Boys Will Shine Tonight!

Brightly $d = 144$

\[ \text{Here is the sheet music.} \]
Stand Ditties

Dies Irae

Verdi's Requiem